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Arrow Collection



Arrow CollectionRibbon was purchased through Cream City Ribbon



Acorn Collection



Waves Collection



Waves CollectionButtons are 100% recycled cotton, and were found at Joanne Fabrics:



Plaid Collection



Plaid Collection



Floral Collection



Retro  Collection



Retro Collection



Geo Collection
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	2 Birds, Eco-friendly Designs is the company that was established in order to create eco-friendly/biodegradable gift packages and wrapping paper.
	"Think Twice" is the logo/theme created to promote biodegradable gift packages. This logo was printed on small labels and then applied to every gift package.
	All package designs were printed off of a roll of biodegradable paper, using a wide format printer.
	Each design was then attached to a recycled posterboard to give the packages more durability.
	Each package design was then hand cut and trimmed.
	All of the package designs after being cut and trimmed.
	The beginning of a pyramid box.
	Every package needed to be scored and folded. Then a dab of glue was applied to all sides in order to make the package functional.
	Finished base.
	Finished pyramid box.
	Each pattern had several package designs to accompany it, as well as wrapping paper.
	Biodegradable ribbon was also used in order to keep the product as "green" as possible.
	"Green" or eco-friendly gifts were placed within each display so that the viewer could see the functionality of the packages.
	
	Items such as recycled cotton buttons were also used for decorative purposes on a few packages. Informational cards were created to help explain the eco-factor of the buttons as well as the ribbon used.
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	Biodegradable gift tags were also created.
	Informational boards were attached to various pedestals. Each board had a fact that tied in to the waste that is produced with gift giving.
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	View of the final installment, in the Indiana State University Gallery.

